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The “Gardens by the Bay” are using Kaba solutions to control visitor
ﬂows and keep research departments and ofﬁces secure.
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First self-boarding gates from
Kaba into the United States
McCarran Airport in Las Vegas has introduced Kaba self-boarding
gates to improve security, efﬁciency and customer service.
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Pius care home very pleased
with TouchGo

With Kaba’s TouchGo system, you don’t need a key to unlock a door;
if you are carrying a transponder, you just have to touch the handle.

“For 150 years, Kaba
has been a byword for
innovation.”
Innovative ideas and solutions focussed on genuine customer
needs were also the common factors in the following examples.
In the Netherlands, the Pius care home is using Kaba’s innovative TouchGo solution. Residents can open doors simply by
touching the handle, without the need for a key. This makes life
much easier especially for older people. In the beautiful Gardens by the Bay in Singapore, Kaba sensor barriers and turnstiles help regulate the ﬂow of thousands of visitors every day,
ensuring not only security, but also efﬁciency and convenience.
In this edition, we also take a closer look at NFC (near ﬁeld
communication). Kaba has been working for some time on this
secure data transfer standard for contactless data exchange
Since the beginning of this year, Kaba celebrated its 150th anni-

over short distances. NFC chips are already integrated into

versary. Celebratory events were held in various locations,

some smartphone types. In future, this technology will facili-

culminating in April, when customers, partners, politicians and

tate cashless payment by mobile phone, and transform mobile

Swiss-based associates all gathered together at the Messe

devices into keys for opening electronic locks – in hotels for

Zurich exhibition center for what was billed as “A Key Event

example.

for You.” In his address, Chairman of the Board of Directors
Ulrich Graf highlighted Kaba’s great strength as an innovator.

Your views are important to us
We want to keep making our “Security update” customer mag-

Thanks to an innovative customer solution which stands out

azine even better, so we are interested in your opinion. You will

from the offers of our competitors simply, we have installed

ﬁnd a short questionnaire in the middle of this edition, and I

self-boarding gates for the ﬁrst time in America. All gates at

would be grateful if you could take a few minutes to complete

the new Terminal 3 at McCarran Airport, Las Vegas, are now

it. We look forward to receiving your feedback. Thank you.

ﬁtted with the new technology, marking another milestone for
Kaba in the airport solutions sector. We believe that with passenger numbers rising all the time, and an ever greater need
for efﬁciency, passenger processing will become increasingly
automated in future.
Riet Cadonau, CEO Kaba Group
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A green oasis in the
middle of Singapore
4
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In Singapore, more than five million people live in a space
measuring 710 square kilometers. Nevertheless, according
to the “Asian Green City Index,” it is the most environmentally
friendly megacity in Asia — thanks not least to the Gardens
by the Bay, a 101-hectare park in the financial district. Kaba
has provided security infrastructure for the park, the offices
and all the research facilities.
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B

ay South, which with 54 hectares is the largest por-

which the gates would then automatically open to allow entry.

tion of the Gardens by the Bay (www.gardensbythe

The gates close behind each visitor as they pass through, thus

bay.org.sg) in Singapore, was formally opened on

disallowing the next person to enter without having their tickets

29 June 2012. The garden park in the fashionable

validated ﬁrst. However, the turnstile is equipped with safety fea-

South Bay district is as big as 95 football pitches and was built

tures such as its ability to sense if a child is in the barrier zone.

on land drained by the city authorities 30 years ago. It is

Four half-height turnstiles with swing doors HSD-L06 and one

designed as a nature trail and an ecological leisure area.

half-height turnstile HSD-E03 have also been installed for emergency usage, adhering to high safety standards the local author-

Gardens by the Bay is an integral part of a strategy by the Singa-

ities hold high importance of. The system is able to cope with

pore government that further transforms Singapore from a

high visitor numbers as seen in the preview opening and ex-

“Garden City” to a “City in a Garden,” in which the city is woven

pected after its opening at Gardens by the Bay.

into a green and ﬂoral tapestry. This aims to raise the quality of
life in Singapore with a more holistic and all-encompassing pro-

In addition, Kaba supplied 681 quattro pluS cylinders for doors

gram that enhances greenery and ﬂora in the city.

located in the cool dry and cool mist arena. Kaba worked with

Kaba keeps everyone safe

all cylinders to be integrated under a master key plan.

CPG architect to formulate the best arrangement in combining
Since the preview opening in April 2012, thousands of visitors
from all over the world have had the opportunity to experience

Giant trees made of metal and concrete

the Gardens by the Bay. The government of Singapore wanted a

Many Singaporeans visited Gardens by the Bay on opening day –

safe, efﬁcient and effective solution for the four entrances to the

and marvelled at the incredible diversity of plant life to be found

enormous park – a system that would ensure visitors’ safety

in Bay South, right in the middle of the ﬁnancial district. The cen-

whilst not impeding the ﬂow in and out. Kaba proposed a system

tral features of the garden park are the 18 “supertrees.” These 25-

involving a total of 14 sensor barriers and 5 half-height swing

to 50-meter metal and concrete giants stand in the Golden and

door turnstiles that ﬁt in perfectly with the sleek architecture.

Silver Gardens. They have been conceived as vertical gardens and

Barcode readers at the front of the HSB-E04 barriers check the

ferns and bromeliads. Two of these supertrees are linked by a

validity of tickets when the visitors present it to the readers,

128-meter-long bridge high up in the air. From here, visitors can

are home to many thousands of different plants, including orchids,
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enjoy a fantastic view over the blossoming oasis of Marina Bay.
Another attraction is the Flower Dome,
one of two glasshouses in the gardens.
Under the glass dome – as big as two football pitches and 45 meters high – a dry
and mild Mediterranean climate is maintained for 24 hours a day, 365 days of the
year. The constant 23 to 25 °C temperature provides an ideal habitat for plants
from the Mediterranean region, including
oleander, orchids, olive trees, date palms,
from countries that have had, and con-

The lake is not just a pleasant place for

baobabs from California, bottle trees

tinue to have, a strong inﬂuence on the

the ﬁve million or so inhabitants of Singa-

from Australia and aloes from South

Southeast Asian island and city state.

pore to come and relax, but also serves

dragon trees, cork oaks and cacti, but also

Africa. The second glasshouse, right next

There are bamboos, pagoda trees and

as a natural water collection and treat-

door, provides a damp, tropical climate

junipers in the Chinese section, ﬁgs and

ment facility for the Gardens by the Bay.

like that found in mountain regions 1,000

jasmine trees in the Indian. In the Malayan

Dragonﬂy Lake collects all the run-off

to 3,000 meters above sea level. Visitors

garden, there are breadfruit trees and

from the gardens. Its aquatic plants then

travel by lift up to Cloud Mountain and

medicinal plants such as carambola and

purify the water before it is discharged

then wander back down along a mountain

tongkat, while the colonial garden is host

into a reservoir and distributed again

track past a 35-meter-high waterfall.

to cloves, coffee bushes, cocoa and rub-

around the gardens. This creates a closed

ber trees, nutmeg and oil palms. This

ecosystem designed to water the gar-

Plants from all over the world

green oasis in the middle of the urban

den’s 163,000 plants. The Dragonﬂy Lake

The Heritage Gardens show off Singa-

jungle is completed by the Dragonﬂy

is also an aquatic biotope rich in species

pore’s great and varied cultural heritage.

Lake, ringed by a two-kilometer-long

in general, the design and construction of

In this Chinese, Indian, colonial (i.e. British)

promenade and a series of pavilions.

the rest of the gardens are informed by

and Malayan garden, visitors can enjoy a

Large expanses of lawn invite visitors to

sound ecological principles. The solar cells

selection of trees, shrubs and spice plants

relax, have a picnic or play.

on the “supertrees” produce enough
energy to light and cool the two glasshouses.
Visit the Gardens by the Bay
This urban oasis has been open since
29 June 2012. Our sensor barriers and
turnstiles have proven well capable of
handling the large numbers of visitors. If
you ever travel to Singapore, you should
deﬁnitely make an effort to see the gardens. The outside areas are open from
5 in the morning until 2 at night, while the
glasshouses and walkway are open from
9 in the morning till 9 in the evening.
> info@kaba.com.sg
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Unipark Nonntal
Salzburg

The Cultural and Social Sciences Faculty of the University of Salzburg has
a new home in Unipark Nonntal. Around 5,500 students and 350 associates in
260 ofﬁces come to work every day in the modern glass building.

8
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T

he Paris Lodron University is
the largest educational institution in Salzburg, with four faculties – Law, Cultural and Social

Sciences, Natural Sciences and Theology
– offering a broad range of courses.
Its new Cultural and Social Sciences building is centred on a large library, four lecture theaters and the Unikum Restaurant.
The architectural highlight of this impressive construction is the publicly accessible
roof terrace of the Unikum Sky Café.
system with a Kaba elolegic stand-

A partnership proven over many years

whole installation was handled by Kaba’s

The University of Salzburg has been

distribution partner in Salzburg, Schloss

alone access control system. Kaba’s phi-

using Kaba solutions for many years.

Hofer.

losophy of making products backward

High-performance access

the new locking system could be inte-

the option to combine mechanical and

control system

grated seamlessly into the existing

stand-alone access control, ultimately

The solution that has been installed

infrastructure.

tipped the balance in Kaba’s favor. The

combines the mechanical Kaba penta

When awarding the latest contract,
this

history,

and

more

particularly

compatible with each other meant that
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tem gets its name from its ﬁve rows
of tumbler pins (“penta” is Greek for
ﬁve), which guarantee a high level of
security.
Thanks to the modular structure of the
locking system, Kaba penta offers users
a great deal of investment security: the
cylinders can – if necessary – easily be
adapted to different lengths and types.
With its upward compatibility with the
Elolegic stand-alone access control system, Kaba penta also provides the ﬂexibility to expand the security opportunities associated with mechanical cylinders at any time.
Kaba elolegic – simple management
of access authorizations
Elolegic is a stand-alone access control
system notable for its simple installation
and operation concept. Access authorizations can be generated and managed
very easily using RFID (radio frequency
identiﬁcation) technology. Because it is
a stand-alone solution, there is no need
for expensive wiring from the access
components to the central computer.
Special challenge
Producing a locking plan for twelve specialist areas with a total of around 930
different doors and 90 different group
keys presented a special challenge.
The sensitive outside entrances to the

tioned above, another 800 doors have

These group keys lock different groups

building and all ofﬁces are now equipped

been ﬁtted with mechanical Kaba penta

of cylinders throughout the building

with 130 Kaba elolegic cylinders. With

cylinders.

10

(mainly ofﬁce doors and general rooms)
depending on the speciﬁc user’s require-

Kaba elolegic, access media can easily
be deactivated or reprogrammed, and

Kaba penta – a locking system

ments. But ultimately, even this chal-

authorizations can be time-limited, mak-

for complex requirements

lenge was met to the customer’s com-

ing this an ideal solution for doors that

Kaba penta is a high-performance

plete satisfaction.

see a lot of trafﬁc. In addition to the

locking system particularly suitable

mechatronic locks for the areas men-

for large-scale installations. The sys-
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First self-boarding gates from
Kaba into the United States
McCarran International Airport installs the Kaba self-boarding gates in its
new Terminal 3 to improve security, efﬁciency and customer service.

A

s part of the new state-of-

own the same boarding pass generated

comfort. A high security level is ensured

the-art multi-billion dollar Ter-

by self-check-in technology. The self-

by a system of infrared protection sen-

minal 3 (T3), which opened

boarding gate offers numerous time

sors integrated within the structure,

27 June 2012 at McCarran

and cost-saving opportunities, including

which allows secure and safe access to

International Airport in Las Vegas, the

reduced wait times, reduced costs due

every single passenger.

Kaba self-boarding gates made their

to better managing the boarding pro-

United States debut. McCarran Interna-

cess, and higher capacity utilization for

“It is an easy-to-use application,” says

tional Airport is the seventh-largest air-

the airport. Self-boarding frees agents

Stephen Pollack, Director of Marketing

port in the United States. Kaba Americas

from scanning boarding passes; allowing

at Kaba Americas. “The user is guided

builds on the experience garnered at in-

them to focus on customer service and

through the very short check-in proce-

stallations in Vienna, Frankfurt, Rome, and

other issues requiring individual atten-

dure by means of signaling lights and a

other airport terminals throughout Europe.

tion, which result in more on-time depar-

display. Upon veriﬁcation of the boarding

tures and an overall improvement in the

pass, the passenger will see a conﬁrma-

total passenger experience.”

tion of ﬂight, area, remaining time, etc.”

Wurtz, Director of Business Development,

Every gate in T3 is conﬁgured with a Kaba

associates, but rather offers them the

Physical Access Systems at Kaba Amer-

self-boarding gate. The security gate

opportunity to better service the airlines’

icas. “The automation of passenger pro-

installed is the ideal solution for optimiz-

customers by freeing their time during
the boarding process.

“Self-boarding technology is the future

This solution is not intended to replace

for today’s aviation industry,” says David

cessing begins with self-check-in, and now

ing passenger ﬂow, and making access

extends the ability for passengers to

and boarding pass check faster and eas-

board the aircraft by scanning on their

ier, without compromising security or

> info@kml.kaba.com
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Pius care home
very pleased
with TouchGo
People who need help and care often ﬁnd it difﬁcult to unlock doors.
But with Kaba’s new system, they only have to carry a transponder
with them to open locked doors, simply by touching the handle – without
any key. The system thus meets the rising demand for ﬂexibility,
convenience and security.

P

ius care home in Hoensbroek, Netherlands, was built in

touches the door handle, the electronic mechanism recognizes

1982 and provides accommodation for 100 people.

whether he or she is carrying an authorized Kaba TouchGo trans-

When it was renovated earlier this year, the owners

ponder. There is no need to worry about digging out a key and

took the opportunity to install the new Kaba exos 9300

ﬁtting it into a lock, so life is made much easier for people suffer-

access system. In combination with Kaba TouchGo, this allows

ing from dementia. The transponder is the size of a cigarette

residents unrestricted access to permitted areas, while keeping

lighter and it simply uses the natural electrostatic charge of the

residential units and private areas secure.

human body to power the transmission of the necessary data
signals. TouchGo was developed by Kaba on the basis of RCID

Kaba TouchGo – making life easier

(Resistive Capacitive Identiﬁcation) technology. Programming

The new electronic locking system makes it possible to open

the transponder does not take long, so if one gets lost, there is

doors without using a key or access card. When someone simply

none of the hassle that goes with replacing keys. Doors ﬁtted

Security update 2/2012
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with Kaba TouchGo technology can easily

with them and so can easily access author-

and associates have been very pleased

be integrated into existing Kaba security

ized rooms. Associates and family can

with how easy the system is to use.

concepts.

open the doors with access cards. Medicine cabinets have been ﬁtted with digital

A very convenient security concept

half-cylinders to prevent any misuse of

The Pius Care Home belongs to Cicero

Each door is individually programmed,

substances.

Zorggroep, a group of companies that
runs 13 modern care centres in the

so the residents’ privacy is assured, and

14

“Close to home”

there is no danger of the kind of conﬂicts

Good partnership

Netherlands. Cicero Zorggroep offers

that can arise when people mistakenly

Kaba’s partner, Mawi Beveiliging en Toe-

everything from simple support services

open the wrong door. To further enhance

gangsbeheer, a subsidiary of the Van

in the residential, care and well-being

security and ﬂexibility, the main and asso-

Enckevort Group based in Sittard-Geleen,

sectors, to complex forms of care and

ciates entrances are ﬁtted with the Kaba

Netherlands, carried out the entire pro-

treatment at its care homes. Under its

exos 9300 online access system. Stand-

ject from initial consultation to delivery.

motto of “Close to home” it provides

ard rooms at the home are equipped with

After assembling, installing and program-

friendly and professional care for the

Kaba evolo c-lever electronic hardware,

ming the systems, Mawi even organized

elderly and other people who need help.

and the studio appartments in the demen-

training for users. Using Kaba solutions,

tia section are additionally ﬁtted with the

Mawi has created an access control sys-

Kaba TouchGo c-lever. Dementia patients

tem that combines a high level of conveni-

carry their Kaba TouchGo transponders

ence with optimum security. The residents

Security update 2/2012
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Optimizing visitor
control
At the point where Singapore’s central business district meets its new downtown
area, the OUE Bayfront Tower, built on the site of the old Overseas Union
House, has been transformed into an 18-storey ofﬁce tower. Kaba sensor barriers
help control access and regulate visitor ﬂows in the building’s reception area.

T

he iconic OUE Bayfront Tower

with a restaurant and views of Marina Bay,

overlooks the harbor area of

plus further dining and shopping facilities.

even during peak periods. The sensor barriers fulﬁl the customer’s rigorous security requirements while still allowing large

Collyer Quay, a famous meeting point for merchants and

The well-known tenants in OUE Bayfront

crowds of people to pass through quickly

traders in Singapore’s early days. In

Tower include Hogan Lovells International

and comfortably, even if they are carry-

2007, the building was awarded heritage

LLP, one of the world’s ten biggest law

ing bags or luggage. The barrier gates

status by the city state’s Urban Redevel-

ﬁrms, and Union Bancaire Privée (Singa-

prevent unauthorized passage by closing

pore) Ltd., the local branch of a Swiss pri-

automatically as soon as an authorized

vate bank.

person has gone through. At the cus-

awarded “Green Mark” gold status for

Secure access control and smooth

extended in order to optimize the avail-

sustainable construction by the Building

ﬂow of people

able space and to blend in seamlessly

and Construction Authority. It offers

Six lanes of Kaba sensor barriers Argus

with the lobby’s interior architecture.

45,000 m2 of high-quality ofﬁce space

HSB-E02 have been installed in the lobby

across 14 stories. The remaining four sto-

area to control access to the upper ﬂoors

ries accommodate a revolving platform

and ensure a smooth ﬂow of foot trafﬁc

opment Authority.
The newly restored building has been

tomer’s request, the lanes were specially

> info@kaba.com.sg
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Controlled access
for a 50-hectare
industrial park
At Kleefse Waard, a large industrial complex on the Dutch-German border, the
Kaba exos access system is used to control access by hundreds of workers
and visitors. The system monitors who goes in and out of the complex, leaving
no scope for industrial espionage.

16

Industriepark Kleefse Waard, or IPKW for short, on the edge of

forces driving the estate’s onward development. In order to

Arnheim, is a breeding ground for new ideas. On this industrial

protect all the innovative ideas being generated, the park

park, covering half a square kilometer, 31 companies work on

needed to update its access system to one that was innovative

new ideas in the ﬁelds of recycling, renewable energies and

and user-friendly, while providing a high level of security. The

chemistry. Growth and innovation are the most important

ground ﬂoor of the entrance building is completely made of

Security update 2/2012

glass. For design reasons, IPKW wanted frameless sliding
doors that integrated seamlessly into the architecture. Kaba
was able to help because of its great experience in this kind of
projects. Its comprehensive range of products made it the
ideal partner for IPKW. Kaba products – sliding doors, turnstiles, barriers and a unique access control system – fulﬁlled
IPKW’s speciﬁc requirements down to the last detail.
Visitor management — fast and simple
The Kaba exos access system controls a daily ﬂow of around
300 visitors to the park. Each individual guest is logged. Vehicular access is through a central two-lane gateway – one lane
for visitors and one for associates and companies based in the
park. There are also swing gates for pedestrians and cyclists.
Guests are welcomed at the entrance building where an ID
card reader facilitates very fast registration of visitor data.
The reader recognizes more than 2,000 identity cards commonly used around the world and can check them for
authenticity.
Each visitor is given a personal pass detailing the period of
authorization, the buildings and rooms that can be accessed
and the visitor parking spaces that can be used. As a result,
guests can move around freely without compromising security, so the industrial park is accessible round the clock, but still
protected at all times.
Control via Kaba exos
Each door and each gate opened by a visitor or associate using

Much thought was also given to design. Kaba has provided the

a pass is logged by the Kaba exos system, so it is always pos-

industrial park with special pillars for the readers. These

sible to look back and see who was where, when, and for

award-winning readers blend in perfectly with the modern

how long. On leaving the park, visitors have to insert their

glass facade of the entrance building. As a result, the entrance

pass into an exit reader that automatically swallows the

to the industrial park is now not only secure, but also visually

card. This greatly reduces the administrative load and

appealing.

ensures that nobody can take the passes with them, which
cuts costs too.

> info@kaba.nl

There is also a facility to help associates who forget or lose
their pass. With just a few mouse clicks, the system manager
can transfer all the functions onto a replacement card, while
Kaba exos automatically blocks the old one.

Security update 2/2012
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“We wanted the most reliable hotel door locking
solution and the latest technology to maximize
guest security.”
Sergio Santori, Director of Engineering, Hyatt Regency Montreal (Canada)

18
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Pandox:
technology to enhance
guest comfort
Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, Pandox is one of the world’s
most prominent hotel property companies. It owns 120 hotels,
with approximately 24,000 hotel rooms, in ten countries, and works with
major, internationally known hotel chains such as Hyatt Hotels and
Resorts, InterContinental Hotel Group, Nordic Choice and Scandic Hotels.

I

n order to meet the demands of

Messenger

LENS

technology

have

its sophisticated clientele, Pandox

recently been installed. This time, how-

deploys the very best technology

ever, the RFID locks have an additional

and system solutions. For its hotel

feature: compatibility with OpenWays.

locking systems, it has engaged Kaba, a

This front desk bypass solution gives the

world leader for hotel locks and known

hotel the option of allowing preregistered

for its innovative and technologically out-

hotel guests to receive their room num-

standing products.

ber on their mobile, which can then be
used to open the booked room door by

Pandox strives to provide its customers –

means of an acoustic key.

hotel operators – with the best possible
technology. Pandox has been using Kaba’s

The best technology for

RFID (radio frequency identiﬁcation) locks

the best customers

since 2008. In addition to contactless

The ﬁrst two hotels that Kaba ﬁtted

ease of use, another great advantage of

with RFID locks for Pandox were the

RFID locks is that the keycards cannot be

Hyatt Regency and the InterContinen-

demagnetized. This eliminates one major

tal (both in Montreal, Canada). A com-

source of hotel guest complaints and

bined total of more than 1,000 RFID locks

enhances hotel operations by reducing

were installed in the two properties. In

congestion at hotel front desks.

the Hyatt Regency Montreal, the locks
were also equipped with Saﬂok online

the hotel’s operational efﬁciency; low bat-

Kaba: a technology partner

Messenger LENS technology. These in-

tery messages and various other lock-

for the future

crease security for guests and their

related alerts are sent to the maintenance
team real-time.

Kaba’s latest project for Pandox centers

valuables, the Messenger LENS system –

on the famous “The Hotel” in Brussels

that integrated seamlessly into the hotel’s

(Belgium) where Saﬂok RFID locks with

existing IT infrastructure – has improved

> lodginginfo@kaba.com
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Improving the
experience at
Gatwick Airport
20
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Gatwick Airport is the UK’s second-largest airport. It serves more than
200 destinations in 90 countries and ﬂies around 32 million shortand long-haul passengers every year. In recent years, the steadily growing
number of passengers has led to a continuous tightening of security
standards at airports.

G

atwick Airport was looking for

ture an integrated boarding card reader

reduced mobility. There will also be two

an automated gate to help air-

and a display for passenger information.

lanes for premium travellers.

port associates check boarding

The sensor system ensures single-ﬁle

cards more efﬁciently as pas-

access, and operators are provided with

Greater convenience

sengers move from public (land side) to

detailed reports on passenger through-

Passengers travelling through the new

secure (air side) areas. Kaba had already

ﬂows, on any tailgating incidents or on

security area in the South Terminal simply

successfully installed such automatic

any attempts by people to go through in

swipe their boarding card, home-printed

security gates and one-way corridor sys-

the wrong direction.

ticket or smartphone displaying their
electronic boarding card. The process

tems in numerous airports around the
world, which is one of the reasons why it

Around GBP 45 million (approximately

takes only a few seconds and the passen-

won the Gatwick contract.

USD 70 million) has been invested in the

ger ﬂow remains constant.

new high-tech security area in the South
Self-boarding gates for greater security

Terminal. Fifteen standard lanes are

Kaba’s Argus HSB-M03 self-boarding

being installed for passengers, as well

comments: “We’re committed to making

gates consist of a sensor barrier with

as two dedicated lanes for families with

the airport experience an easier, speedier

automatic swing panels. They also fea-

young children and passengers with

Stewart Wingate, CEO of Gatwick Airport,

and less stressful experience for our passengers. The opening of the new South
Terminal security area is just part of a
GBP 1.2 billion (USD 1.9 billion) investment
in Gatwick Airport, as we continually look
to innovate and deliver solutions that will
provide real beneﬁt for passengers.”
Secure but passenger-friendly
British Aviation Minister Theresa Villiers
says: “For many people, going through
airport security can be their least favorite part of ﬂying. That’s why this Government is committed to reforming the
way these necessary checks are regulated, enabling airports to come up with
more passenger-friendly processes while
still maintaining the same high levels of
security.”
> info@kaba.co.uk
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Kaba celebrates its
th
150 anniversary
22
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Under the banner “A Key Event for You,” politicians
and other public ﬁgures gathered on 13 April 2012
to congratulate Kaba on its 150th birthday. Customers, partners and Swiss-based employees joined
the anniversary celebrations at the Messe Zurich
exhibition center.

T

he invitation promised a re-

Kaba expects the partnership to generate

laxed evening, with no need for

concrete stimuli for future innovations.

formal attire. Chairman of the
Board of Directors Ulrich Graf

Ulrich Bremi, former Chairman of the

and CEO Riet Cadonau welcomed the

Board of Directors and CEO of Kaba

guests to a space decorated in indus-

Group, honored Kaba with a rare public

trial chic. Mountains of wooden pallets

appearance. During the joint podium dis-

separated the white-decked tables from

cussion, a skilled moderator elicited some

the rest of the hall. All the guests

very interesting stories from both Ulrich

agreed that this innovative but straight-

Bremi and Riet Cadonau. Ulrich Bremi

forward solution ﬁtted perfectly with

talked about his ﬁrst week as Kaba’s CEO,

Kaba’s image.

for example, and about the early days of
the company’s internationalization.

Innovation as a driving force
In his speech, Ulrich Graf emphasized

Worldwide celebrations

how important innovation was to Kaba’s

Kaba’s anniversary has been marked by

success over the years. In 1934, Kaba was

events in many other countries too. In

the ﬁrst company in the world to launch

recent months, celebrations have been

a cylinder lock with reversible key. This

held for employees in all of the group’s

type of key is still widely used today.

ofﬁces around the world.

Plenty more innovations have followed,
the latest being TouchGo, which allows
locked doors to be opened simply by
touching the handle. During the evening,
Ulrich Graf handed a cheque to Prof. Dr.
Ralph Eichler, Rector of the ETH Zurich,
to fund a research partnership with the
world-leading ZISC Zurich Information
Security and Privacy Center. Kaba has
decided to use the occasion of its 150th
anniversary to initiate participation in
joint research projects for the next four
years, thus underlining its support for
education and research. As one of the
leading providers of locking technology,
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Spotlights

Ocean Terminal
Hong Kong

Steel Automotive

Grossbottwar – “There are numerous different forms of

Hong Kong – Ocean Center Harbour City, located in Hong

metalworking. We master them all to the highest precision.”

Kong’s Tsim Sha Tsui district, is one of the most well-known

This is what Steel Automotive promises its customers. With

shopping malls in the city. The extensive site consists of a

around 230 associates, the company manufactures punched,

series of ofﬁce complexes and hotels, restaurants and leisure

drawn and bent steel parts and assembly groups in series pro-

facilities as well as retail units for renowned brands such as

duction. Customers include globally active automotive suppli-

Louis Vuitton, Versace and Hugo Boss. Harbour City’s man-

ers like Bosch, Johnson Controls, Valeo, Magna and Continen-

agement has been impressed by the chic design and reliable

tal. The parts and assembly groups are manufactured round

performance of Kaba’s Argus HSB-S05 sensor barriers. After

the clock in a three-shift operation at the company’s factory

the successful initial installation of the sensor barriers at the

in Grossbottwar. Steel Automotive records time and enter-

beginning of 2011 in the Ocean Center section of Harbour City,

prise data using a Kaba solution linked to an SAP ERP system.

another 14 barriers of the same type have been installed in

The introduction of enterprise data recording has paid off for

the entrance to Gateway I, the management’s Grade A ofﬁce.

Steel. “We get fast reporting of BDE data which gives us a

The installation of another 15 to 20 HSB-S05 barriers in other

great deal of transparency about what we are manufacturing:

parts of Harbour City is already being planned.

we always have up-to-date information about the progress
and status of different orders,” says Head of IT Eberhard
Schimmele.
› info@kaba.de
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› info@kaba.com.sg

Hospital
CHU d’Alès

Alès – The “Centre Hospitalier Alès-Cévennes” is the ﬁrst

Hotel Le Meurice

Paris – Situated in the heart of Paris, “Le Meurice” hotel has

hospital in France to meet the country’s “Haute Qualité Envi-

been chosen as one of the ten most beautiful palace hotels in

ronnementale” standard. The hospital was built in 2007 and

the world. Service quality and customer satisfaction are abso-

covers a total ﬂoorspace of 35,000 m2. Around 300 people

lute priorities, as is security. Following intensive negotiations,

come to work there every day. Security is provided by the

“Le Meurice” has asked Kaba to replace the access control

integrated Kaba exos 9300 access management system with

system for its rooms. The customized solution uses Saﬂok

250 Elolegic compact and digital cylinders and a high-per-

Messenger LENS Zigbee technology and works with an RFID

formance locking system using 2,500 Kaba penta cylinders.

reader, a bell push and a “Do not disturb” LED display. The

Kaba was chosen because of its ability to combine mechanical

online solution gives the hotel an immediate overview of

and mechatronic components within a single online system

every entry. The interface between the Micros Opera PMS

(Exos). The whole project, from the creation of the main lock-

(V5) management system and the Saﬂok system provides

ing system to the ﬁnal installation of the cylinders and elec-

associates with the very latest functions. These include being

tronic components, took approximately two years. “Kaba’s

able to hand over keys before the room is allocated, realloca-

technical products and overall quality enable all associates to

tion of rooms via PMS and automatic deactivation of room

ensure optimum security,” says Pierre Rigo, Chief Engineer.

keys when guests check out.

› contact@ksp.kaba.com

› contact@ksp.kaba.com
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Spotlights

Tung Center

Nogent nuclear
power plant

Nogent – The Nogent-sur-Seine nuclear power plant, which

Singapore – The Tung Center is a 24-storey skyscraper located

lies 50 km northeast of Troyes and 105 km south of Paris, took

in the middle of Singapore’s business district. The building is

six years to build and began operating in 1987. It generates

co-owned by developer GuocoLand Limited, a major prize-

2600 MW, or 3.37%, of France’s electricity requirement. The

winning operator on the local property market. One of its ten-

access solution used for the nuclear power plant was recently

ant, BNP Paribas, occupies a huge percentage of space in the

upgraded to meet the latest standards. This involved 25 Ken-

building, using it to house the bank’s Southeast Asian hub

taur FTS-E06 and 16 Kentaur FTS-E02 turnstiles. These high-

with its 1,700 associates. Kaba, as reliable security partner,

quality gates contribute to the overall safety of goods and

installed a combination of different products at the building’s

people to the site of EDF — Nogent-sur-Seine.

entrances and exits – including a total of six HSB-E02 barriers

› contact@ksp.kaba.com

integrated drop box for visitor passes. Kaba’s security solu-

and one TPB-E01 turnstile. Both models were ﬁtted with an
tion was completed by two HSB-E11 baby gates and two CRPM01 card reader posts for permanent and visitor passes. The
systems went operational in April 2012.
› info@kaba.com.sg
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Sony Sendai
Hammel
Recyclingtechnik Technology Center

Bad Salzungen – With its 600 associates, Hammel Recycling-

Sendai – The Sony Sendai Technology Center, located in Sen-

technik GmbH is one of the world’s leading shredding technol-

dai Tagajo in the northeast of Japan, was damaged by the

ogy companies. As well as its tried and tested shredders for

earthquake and tsunami of 11 March 2011. When the building

all sorts of different materials – including waste wood, pal-

was rebuilt, specialists took the opportunity to rethink the

ettes, railway sleepers, paper, bulky waste and commercial

whole security infrastructure. Sony Group in Tokyo already

waste – it produces shredding machines for new challenges,

used Kaba’s HSB sensor barriers; a visit to the Tokyo show-

such as auto bodies, oversized tyres and metal. Associates

room impressed the person in charge of the security at Sony

record their working hours with Kaba B-web Terminals. It is up

Sendai, who decided to install Kaba’s FTS-E02 turnstile. The

to them whether they check in biometrically with their ﬁnger

FTS-E02 turnstile has been installed at the back entrance to

or with a Legic key fob. The same applies to access control:

the “Miyagi reconstruction park” to control access by Sony

access readers 91 05 Legic/FP secure access to the compa-

associates and users of the support facilities. Sony Sendai

ny’s grounds and buildings, ofﬁces and changing rooms. The

Technology Center made the park available to companies,

Head of IT, Mr. Friedrich, explains the choice: “Kaba was the

universities and laboratories whose facilities had been se-

only manufacturer that could offer everything.”

riously damaged by the tsunami so that they could continue
operating.

› info@kaba.de
› yasuko.masuda@kaba.com
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When business
goes online
Silca, a subsidiary of Kaba, is strengthening its presence on digital platforms
and new media: customers can now order products from the e-shop or consult
the range via a smartphone app. This puts Silca even closer to the market and
enables the company to be available for customers 24 hours a day.
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Combining the traditional approach

versions of its catalogue and its conﬁgu-

press their opinion about Silca in blogs

to the market with new concepts

ration solutions. On the distribution side,

and forums, and compare our products

In the past, the locksmith business has

Silca now offers an additional purchas-

with those of our competitors. This calls

been a very traditional trade, even if it

ing channel in the shape of Silca e-com-

for stronger awareness and focus on

has repeatedly been inﬂuenced by secu-

merce available in the countries where

brand management on new media.

rity trends. While Silca now provides

business units are selling directly to the

state-of-the-art electronic technologies

customers.

Digital media — opportunity
and challenge

for key copying, its business relations
with distribution partners and custom-

An online platform is also being set up to

Active communication via digital media

ers are still based on more traditional

offer directions and info on key service

is clearly a challenge. Using online plat-

means of communication.
In recent years, however, Silca has

point to end users throughout Europe,

forms effectively requires some adjust-

thus facilitating the access to all the

ments to the way we think about our

shops that work with Silca.

business and the way we address exist-

started to use digital media to better

ing distribution channels. It is vital to

communicate with partners and widen-

Establishing the brand online

preserve the delicate balance between

ing the number of customers. New media

Four years ago, Silca began following

direct contact with customers and the

– such as websites, apps and social net-

the worldwide online discussions about

established sales relations via resellers.

works – change the way people commu-

Silca brand systematically, to measure

Silca wants to keep improving the com-

nicate, offer new points of contact and

the evolution of brand perceptions and

pany’s visibility and transparency in the

thus have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the

actively ﬁne-tune and distinguish our

market, leveraging on existing synergies

existing sales model and distribution

brand on online platforms. These days,

with its distribution. This approach will

network. They reduce the distance

digital communication plays a strategic

only succeed if it can fulﬁll certain basic

between a product’s manufacturer and

role in the way brands are perceived. Key

requirements: speed, openness, clarity,

its users, and they have been stimulating

service providers around the world ex-

creativity and trustworthiness.

Silca in building up and maintaining a
direct, trusting relationship with its customers through new channels while
safeguarding the distribution channel
role within the same media.
Digital media — closer to customers
The Internet, more than any other
medium, offers the opportunity to ﬁnd
out directly what customers think, investigate their needs and expectations and
generally understand them faster and
much better. A lot of people are already
in contact with Silca via online platforms, and their number is set to grow
exponentially. Smartphones are playing
an increasingly important role in this
revolution. People who run the fastgrowing chains of shoe repair shops, for
example, often have no computer equipment to hand, but regularly seek out
information using their smartphones.
Consequently, two years ago, Silca established a simple mobile communication
channel for its business partners and
started to offer smartphone-compatible
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What is

Near ﬁeld
communication
(NFC)
There is a lot being written about NFC at the moment. Mobile phones, tablets
and other devices are being launched with NFC compatibility. But what exactly
is NFC, and what beneﬁts does it bring?
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N

FC (near ﬁeld communication)
is a standard for simple transmission of data across very
short distances, i.e. a few centi-

meters. It is based on familiar RFID technologies, which are used in millions of

applications these days. The best-known
is the 13.56-MHz-based ISO 14443 standard, which is used in many modern access
control systems, including Legic advant
and Mifare.
NFC and security
All security-relevant data is stored in a
security chip (secure element), which is
protected against illicit reading and manipulation, making NFC a very secure
technology. A PIN or signature can be
used as further authorization protocols –
just as they are these days for making
payments.
Different functionalities
NFC technology can be used in various
ways, but it is likely that the “card emulation” mode will become the most widespread in the access control sector. In this
mode, a mobile telephone emulates an
RFID identity card (e.g. Legic advant),
allowing it to work with existing Kaba legic
advant and mifare systems. All new Kaba
readers with Legic advant and Mifare support are already “NFC-ready,” thus ensuring the investment protection for which
Kaba is renowned. The card emulation
mode is the only mode that continues to
function when the battery has run out.
Another operational mode is “read and
write,” where the mobile phone can read

ID anywhere on site to check whether that

days, such devices tend to maintain an

from and write to RFID cards. It can be

person is really authorized to be there.

(almost) permanent Internet connection,
which can be used for live data transfer.

used, for example, to read “smart posters” (advertising posters with an inte-

“Peer-to-peer” mode allows data to be

Credit cards, customer cards and access

grated chip), collecting additional infor-

exchanged between two devices. This is

cards can be blocked immediately in an

mation about the advertized product, or

used most often for exchanging informa-

emergency – e.g. if a phone is lost or

in the case of a concert poster even go

tion, such as contact data, photos, etc.,

stolen. If it is found again, or a replace-

straight to the ticketing website.

between two mobile phones.

ment device is bought, the cards can simply be reloaded.

In access control situations, a security

Advantages of NFC

guard could, for example, use a mobile

NFC technology will soon be available as

handset to read an associate’s or visitor’s

standard on most smartphones. These

Security update 2/2012
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NFC – a wide
range of uses

Near ﬁeld communication (NFC) can be used in lots of different ways,
with new applications being developed every day. NFC-compatible mobile
phones in particular offer a huge range of possibilities.

T
32

he NFC standard is not new,

capability. BlackBerry, Google, HTC, LG,

and Twitter are also exploring the possi-

but until now, attempts to

Nokia, Panasonic, Samsung and Sony

bilities.

introduce the technology on

already make NFC-compatible devices.
Kaba is the industry leader

a broad basis have been unsuc-

cessful. One reason is that not all mobile

Countless applications

For years now, Kaba has been developing

phones are NFC-compatible, but more

A whole series of new applications are

various NFC-compatible products. Already

and more new models are now coming

envisaged for NFC, including ticketing,

in 2007, for example, Legic introduced a

onto the market that do support NFC.

payment

card-in-card function on an NFC mobile

transactions,

personalized

Smartphones in particular have made a

advertising,

access

phone. The redesigned products launched

great leap forward. And rumors suggest

control, virtual passports and ID cards.

two years ago are also NFC-compatible, as

that even the new iPhone will have NFC

Social media channels like Facebook

are many older products.
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customer

cards,

Uses of NFC
There are four areas in which NFC can be

In future, it will be possible to calculate

With so-called “smartposters,” informa-

used: marketing, payments, convenience

the exact route taken by public transport

tion can be displayed on the mobile

functions and keys.

– bus, rail, underground, etc. – and pay

phone, e.g. about a concert. You can then

accordingly. Passengers will simply enter

automatically go to the ticketing site and

their starting point and destination into

load the purchased tickets onto the mo-

their mobile phone, which will then auto-

bile phone.

matically calculate and pay for the best

Advertising

value ticket.

Customer cards are integrated into the
mobile phone, so that “loyalty points”

Keys

can be gathered automatically when
shopping, and then redeemed again. Promotional vouchers can also be collected

When service technicians or security

Convenience functions

associates are called out to an incident,

on the phone. These are then deducted

When someone enters a conference

access authorizations can be sent to

automatically when the relevant product

room, their mobile phone will automat-

their phone when the emergency call

is next purchased.

ically switch to “meeting mode”, with the

comes in. There is no need to go to an

ring tone switched off.

ofﬁce to get a key, so response times are

Customers receive personalized adver-

drastically re-duced. If a mobile phone is

tising based on their current location or

Bluetooth headsets can be held up to the

activity, e.g. when they enter a hotel

phone for a moment to create a connec-

ically – and remotely – be deleted from

room they might be told that “happy

tion. A similar thing can be done in hotel

the phone.

hour” has just started in the hotel bar.

stolen or lost, access rights can automat-

rooms to hook up guests to the Internet
via WiFi. Just hold the phone up to the

Hotel guests have the option to have

WiFi symbol to exchange access keys and

their room key sent directly to their

establish the connection.

mobile on the day of arrival, thus removing the need to queue at the reception.

Payments

In a museum, additional information

Retailers hope that NFC will help them

about the exhibits can be accessed.

speed up payment processes. NFC is also

Thanks to this wide range of applications,
the necessary NFC infrastructure — in-

slightly more secure, because the “card”

cluding mobile phones, NFC-compatible

is only active when paying, and can be

SIM cards, security servers for data dis-

blocked at any time. For cashless pay-

tribution and management — is growing

ments with NFC, there are prepaid cards,

continuously, which means that NFC-

as well as credit cards, e.g. from Master-

driven access control solutions are set to

Card (PayPass) and Visa (PayWave).

become even more widespread.
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Products

Kaba B-inspired: more
than time recording
“Kaba B-inspired” is a new type of information system offering far more than
just time recording. All the associates in a company can use the new system to
ﬁnd information more quickly, to communicate more simply and to save time.

K

aba B-inspired consists of the

ﬂexitime requests, brieﬁngs, visitor regis-

concept is completed by the clean-cut

high-tech B-web 97 00 termin-

tration and time corrections. Companies

lines of the device, the graphical user

al, apps for various tasks, an

only need to install the apps they really

interface elements and the reader unit

app shop and B+ communica-

need. If new requirements arise later, they

for RFID media, which is gently angled

tions software. The terminal itself serves

can simply add the relevant apps. The sys-

towards the user.

as the company’s central communication

tem is easy to use and saves lots of time

hub. A wide variety of functions are provi-

for associates and the HR department by

The B-web 97 00 terminal supports all

ded by user-friendly apps that appear on

removing the need for all the notes and

current audio and video formats. Equip-

a touchscreen protected by a tough, high-

messages that still take up so much time

ped with a loudspeaker, microphone and

quality glass panel. Kaba B-inspired is a

and effort in many businesses.

high-deﬁnition camera, the terminal can
also deliver security brieﬁngs, produce

simple, ﬂexible communications tool de-

34

signed for process optimization and efﬁ-

New-generation B-web 97 00

ciency. The modular system can be used

terminals: high-tech and elegant

cate with associates. The terminal also

by companies in any industry; it is easy to

The B-web 97 00 terminal takes care of a

runs with a compatible client, so it can be

install, and simple to use, maintain and

wide range of professional time recording,

integrated seamlessly into your existing

expand.

access control, communication and in-

system landscape. Companies can use the

photos for visitor passes and communi-

formation tasks. The user-friendly apps,

software they have already installed with

An open app system for multiple tasks

covering many different functions, can be

the new terminals, as well as being able

The new app system makes businesses

selected through the scratch-resistant 7”

to add new functions via apps or Web

ﬂexible. Standard functions like arriving,

touchscreen and appear in brilliant clarity

browser. Familiar functions, such as com-

leaving and business trips can be aug-

behind the high-quality glass front pane.

missioning, installation and intuitive ope-

mented at any time with apps for com-

This stable, thick glass panel ensures

ration for users and administrators have

pany-speciﬁc tasks such as holiday and

durable functionality. The overall design

been adapted from the B-web series
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93 00, as have features such as the
docking station concept, power supply via
Power over Ethernet (PoE) and the integration of RFID and biometric readers.
B+ communications software
for managing apps
The B-web 97 00 terminals are managed
using the new B+ applications and communications software. It takes care of
terminal conﬁguration and apps management. Installing the software and connecting to the terminals is so easy that no
specialist personnel are required. System
maintenance and adding new functions
are also very straightforward.
› info@kbs.kaba.com
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Products
Conﬁdant RFID door lock
This hotel lock, specially developed for the retroﬁt market in
Europe, uses RFID read-write technology, offering convenience for guests and improving hotel operational efﬁciency.
All lock operations – by associates, service providers or guests
– are logged. An indicator alerts associates when batteries are
running low, and the lock audit is not erased when batteries
are replaced. The Conﬁdant RFID can work with the Webbased ATLAS or as a stand-alone solution with the Front Desk
Unit (FDU). It can replace mechanical and electronic locks in
doors of 35 to 60 mm thickness, either wooden or metal, and
is compatible with multiple lock cases.
› lodginginfo@kaba.com

E-Flash
This biometric digital door lock was developed speciﬁcally for
the Asian market. It is simple to install and requires practically
no maintenance. A keyless access system for home or ofﬁce, it
allows doors to be opened using either an access code or card,
or ﬁngerprint recognition, and it can easily be conﬁgured by the
user. The lock is battery-driven, so it will still work during a
power cut. It has an integrated alarm to alert the user if someone tries to break in or damage the lock. In this digital door lock,
the voice-guided function is the most beneﬁcial function for the
blind and the aged. The voice guide will enable the user to use
the digital door lock with step-by-step instructions. Both E-Flash
680 and 780 are available from the Kaba subsidiaries and its
partners in Asia Paciﬁc.
› info@kaba.com.sg
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Varrit anniversary safe
To celebrate its 150th birthday, Kaba Safes + Vaults created a limited anniversary edition of the Varrit safe. 150 copies were
made. The door frame of the black safe is made of maple, combining security with esthetic appeal. The lock on this special
anniversary safe reﬂects Kaba’s history, combining a modern
high-security lock with a classic combination lock, though the
latter is only a dummy and serves as a door handle. Each safe is
also stamped with a unique serial number. Kaba safes are not
only extremely strong but, thanks to the use of Relastan armoring material, they are also the lightest in their class. Consequently, they can be placed almost anywhere. This safe represents 150 years of solid Swiss craftsmanship and ﬁts perfectly
into the tradition of Kaba Safes + Vaults.
› info@kabatresore.ch

New Gege pExtra
The Gege security lock cylinder pExtra has taken a signiﬁcant
step towards even more security for Kaba authorized partners
and end users. A new version of the “branch groove” proﬁle
has been realized and applied for patent, which expires in
2032. The new branch groove is produced on sophisticated
CNC-controlled machining centers and cannot be copied by
common key milling machines. The blocking pin has also been
redesigned. If the branch groove is missing, a housing pin
pushes the blocking pin into the key proﬁle and prevents the
key from being turned in either way. The new Gege pExtra with
“double block” will be available in spring 2013.
› cc-mac@kaba.com
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News
Securitex 2012 Hong Kong

This spring, a large number of manufacturers from all over the
world came to the Asian Securitex exhibition in Hong Kong to
show off their security products and services. Key themes at
this year’s exhibition included theft and terrorism. Securitex is
held every two years, and Kaba is a regular participant. This
year, Kaba AUB Limited represented the whole Group and presented Kaba’s new and innovative solutions. The exhibition
booth was tailored to a wide variety of customer requirements,
displaying Kaba’s solutions for e.g. residential, commercial,
hotel and airport settings. Our most important innovations
were highlighted, including the secure and powerful Exos 9300
and Evolo access control solutions for business applications,
the stylish and convenient E-Flash, digital cylinders and C-lever
compact for residential buildings, the simple Evolo check-in
solution for hotels, and the innovative self-boarding gate Argus
HSB-M01 for airports. We received a great deal of positive feedback on the solutions on show.
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Kaba online
https://twitter.com/KabaDE1

https://twitter.com/kabaltd

https://twitter.com/KabaAccess

Over the past few years, websites and social media have

products, view their applications by video and, if necessary,

become vital modes of communication for the world of busi-

make direct contact with a Kaba specialist. Why not visit our

ness. In line with this trend, Kaba has recently modernized its

website at www.kaba.com and explore our Country Sites. There

own web design and revised the content to make it even more

you can sign up to an RSS feed which guarantees you will miss

user-friendly. Information can now be obtained in increasingly

none of Kaba’s news.

interactive ways, e.g. as videos or animations.
Kaba has also designed an app for iPhone and iPad that shows
While “yesterday’s newspaper” still has an expiry span of one

the functionalities of Kaba products (app store: Kaba Aug-

day, the online scene is constantly becoming more and more

mented Reality).

dynamic. A wide variety of Web-based information, networking
and marketing activities are playing an increasingly important
role in the world of communications.

Professional networks and social media
Kaba has a growing presence on professional networks, such as
LinkedIn and Xing, and on social media platforms like Twitter

Websites as source of information

and YouTube. So why not drop in on us, join the discussion and

For this reason, Kaba continually updates its online activities.

become part of the Kaba network.

Website content is revised to make it even more market-oriented and to incorporate new interactive tools, such as videos
and animations. These make it easier for customers to compare
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Trade shows
SKYDD 2012

Personal Austria

18. 9.–21. 9. 2012

7. 11.–8. 11. 2012

Stockholm

Vienna

Zukunft Personal

Securité Romandie

25. 9.–27. 9. 2012

14. 11.–16. 11. 2012

Cologne

Lausanne

Security 2012

Security China 2012

25. 9.–28. 9. 2012

3. 12.–6. 12. 2012

Essen

Beijing

Cartes 2012

Safety & Security Asia

6. 11.–8. 11. 2012

5. 12.–7. 12. 2012

Paris

Jakarta

Customer Engagement

Intersec

Technology World

15. 1.–17. 1. 2013

7. 11.–8. 11. 2012

Dubai

New York

